
L U X U R Y  A M E N I T I E S



Founded in 1990 by Alessandro Agrati CULTI MILANO 
through the years has developed an elegant lifestyle project, 
dedicated to those who wish to surround with unique and 
extraordinary products, characterized by an essential design, 
simple texture and sober colors, always perfectly combined.
At the beginning of 1990, inspired by the technique of 
hand-weaving wicker baskets, CULTI MILANO introduced 
for the first time ever the REED STICK ROOM FRAGRANCE 
DIFFUSER. CULTI MILANO discovered, in fact, that when 
a bunch of rattan sticks are soaked in the perfume the full 
intensity of the fragrance is gradually released into the air, 
steadily and constantly.
Through this unique technique of evenly and delicately 
diffusing the fragrance into the room, CULTI MILANO has 
succeeded in transforming a simple gesture into a multisensory 
experience. 

THE CULTURE OF PERFUME



CULTI MILANO VALUES 
The cult of beauty and the attention to the customer are the 
pursuit of the philosophy of the company. 
The values of the company are: 
 
- MADE IN ITALY
All CULTI MILANO products are strictly 100% Made in 
Italy, an expression of excellence that holds a special place 
for the absolute value of tradition. CULTI MILANO expresses 
the values of the Italian design tradition. Its fragrances are in 
fact associated with interior design products, where form 
combines with function.

 - OLFACTORY EXCELLENCE
A perfume describes the life, personality and emotions of the 
person who chooses it. In creating perfumes, CULTI 
MILANO is inspired by the interpretation of atmospheres, 
landscapes and sensations: an imaginary journey through the 
senses!

- NATURALITY
CULTI MILANO conveys a company philosophy favouring 
natural products. The fragrances themselves are never intrusive, 
thanks to the skilful blending of both natural and synthetic 
ingredients, creating sophisticated olfactory nuances.



Values and common objectives  such as the standard of 
Made in Italy and the use of natural ingredients, 
have allowed  CULTI MILANO and Allegrini Amenities 
to create a Partnership and work closely together for the 
realization of this new Amenities line for Europe (except 
for Italy & Switzerland) Taiwan and Japan.
The CULTI MILANO line by Allegrini Amenities is characterised 
by a unique style that focuses on quality, a careful selection 
of both ingredients and materials and the greatest attention 
to details, making it possible to personalise your guest’s 
room with a unique style.
Trying to capture the brand’s essence, CULTI MILANO 
luxury amenities collection offers a sophisticated and minimal 
in detail packaging, composed of 30 ml frosted bottles 
accompanied by a 20 g paper wrapped soap.
The Luxury Line is available in 100 ml luxuriously designed 
bottles and 40 g paper wrapped soap.

CULTI MILANO AMENITIES LINE



TOP NOTES:

- Bergamot
- Lymph

MIDDLE NOTES:

- Water Fruits
- Sea Notes
- Jasmine

BASE NOTES:

- Mineral Musk
- Patchouli

The line is composed of unique and sophisticated 
ingredients, starting from top notes of Bergamot and 
Lymph, passing through middle notes with the scents of 
Jasmine and Water Fruits, soften at the end, with exotic 
notes of Patchouli. A fresh, delicate and exclusive mix.

MAREMINERALE
Capture all the stimulating and oxygenating energy of the 
sea, diving headlong into the foam of its waves. Breathe, 
bathe, collect shells and driftwood as you stroll leisurely 
along the shore. Well-being in its purest state.

THE OLFACTORY PYRAMID



- Dermatologically Tested

- Vegetable origin surfactants

- Paraben Free

- Mineral Oil Free

- Silicone Free

- No Animal source raw ingredients

- No Animal testing

FORMULATION



CULTI MILANO thanks to its international success in few 
years has drawn the interest among the best known and 
famous fashion and lifestyle magazines such as: 
L’espresso, Elle.it, Marieclaire.it, Avvenire.it, Glamour.it, 
Tu Style, Grazia Casa, Pambianco Magazine, GQ Italia, 
Donna Moderna, Imagine and many more… The focus of 
the press is the scent as ‘’pleasure and well-being’’ ally, in all 
of perfumery CULTI MILANO products… for a moment 
of pure relaxation!

PRESS



L U X U R Y  A M E N I T I E S

www.culti.com

THANKS FOR YOUR ATTENTION!

Go social with Allegrini Amenities follow us on:

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGK_MMGTxbZNGsnnNZQ7Udg
https://www.linkedin.com/company/allegrini-amenities-spa?trk=top_nav_home
http://br.pinterest.com/allegriniamenit/
https://twitter.com/Aamenities
http://www.culti.com
http://www.facebook.com/allegriniamenities

